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Extended voltage–current (V – I) characteristics of @001# tilt YBa2 Cu3 O72x bicrystal films having
misorientation angles, u, of 3° to 20° showed a substantial and progressive change with u, when
measured in large fields. Transmission electron microscopy of the 10° bicrystal showed the grain
boundary to contain edge dislocations separated by channels of relatively undisturbed lattice. A
large drop in the intergrain irreversibility field, H * , occurred between 10° and 15°, and the
characteristics became qualitatively different by 20°. Both the microscopy and the electromagnetic
data support a heterogeneous description of the grain boundary, consisting of strongly coupled
channels that close at a misorientation angle of around 15°. © 1996 American Institute of Physics.
@S0003-6951~96!03630-3#

It is well established that the critical current density,
J c , of @001# tilt thin film bicrystals of high temperature superconductors is strongly dependent on the misorientation
angle, u, of the grain boundary ~GB!.1–4 Dimos et al.1 proposed that the cores of primary grain boundary dislocations
~PGBD! subdivide low angle grain boundaries. Chisholm
and Pennycook5 additionally proposed that the strain fields
of the PGBDs extend the effective size of the dislocation
cores. Both models postulate that the supercurrent is restricted to channels of good lattice between the PGBDs. The
effective size of the PGBD cores should then determine the
magnitude of J b /J c ~the ratio of the inter- to intragranular
critical current density!, and the critical misorientation angle
at which strong coupling properties disappear. Measurements
on different kinds of samples suggest that this critical angle
can vary over a wide angular range of 5°–20°.1,4,6,7 Since
this range covers a PGBD separation of 4.5–0.6 nm, a more
explicit test of the above models is highly desirable.8 This
issue has regained importance because of renewed activity
on making conductors with a strong biaxial texture from
YBa2 Cu3 O72x ~YBCO!, using an ion beam assisted deposition process.9–11 Since such conductors would be useful for
the production of strong fields, provided that the spread in
the a/b grain axis misalignment is controlled, knowledge of
the extended high field voltage current (V – I) characteristics
of YBCO bicrystals of varying misorientations is of both
fundamental and applied interest.
This letter describes the first systematic measurements of
the V – I curves of @001# tilt YBCO bicrystal thin films with
misorientation angles in the low-to-high angle crossover regime of 3°–20° in large magnetic fields. Prior measurements
of single crystal thin film12,13 and bulk14 high temperature
superconductors have established that the irreversibility field,
H * , above which J c tends to zero, can be experimentally
defined by the change in sign of the curvature of the electric
field–current density, E – J, characteristic plotted on a double
logarithmic scale. In single crystal YBCO films, this transition occurs near 4 T at 77 K.12 To test the channel models
a!
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described above, we compared these well-established intragrain properties to the intergrain properties, reasoning that
H * would be severely depressed if the boundary consists of
overlapping PGBD cores or strain fields. As long as open
channels remain, vortices at the GB can interact strongly
with vortices in the grains, leaving H * comparable to single
crystal values. Thus, determination of H * as a function of u
provides an explicit measure of the critical misorientation
angle between strong and weak coupling. Previous studies of
thin-film bicrystals in high fields15–17 have not addressed this
point, nor the specific nature of the electromagnetic coupling
in bicrystals with u lying in the transition range.
C-axis oriented YBCO films of 100–250 nm thickness
were made by pulsed laser deposition onto @001# symmetric
tilt SrTiO3 bicrystal substrates.18 The films were patterned
and ion beam etched to make bridges of various width between 5 and 100 mm. The voltage probes were 500 mm apart
across the grains and 100 mm apart across the GB. The film
transition temperatures were 87–89 K and the intragranular
zero field J c ~77 K! values were 1–5 MA/cm2 , indicating
good film quality.
Zero field measurements were made in a mu-metal
shielded dewar in a screened room, and high field measurements in a 15 T superconducting magnet. All measurements
were made with the magnetic field, H, perpendicular to the
film plane ~i.e., parallel to the c axis!. High sensitivity V – I
curves were taken with a nanovoltmeter and a precision current supply over almost five decades of voltage ~5 nV–100
mV!, and four decades of current ~10 nA–100 mA!. The data
are presented in voltage–current density (V – J) form, because the electric field across the intergrain link is clearly
nonuniform in the vicinity of the grain boundary.
Figure 1 shows extended V – J curves at 77 K in fields up
to 8 T for an intragrain link, that is u50°, and for intergrain
links across 5°, 10°, 15°, and 20° @001# tilt boundaries. The
curve sets show a distinctive and progressive change as u
increases. The intragrain and the 3° intergrain V – J curves
are power law-like and have the general characteristics observed by Koch et al.12 on single crystal YBCO thin films.
At and above 5°, the V – J curves exhibit a marked change. A
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FIG. 1. Current density vs voltage in high magnetic fields at 77 K. ~a! Intragrain link, ~b! 5° link, ~c! 10° link, and ~d! 15° link, with the inset showing a 20°
link.

strong bunching of the lower field curves indicates that there
is a weak-linked component to the intragrain J c . There is
also a tendency towards ohmic behavior at higher V, particularly for the 15° and 20° bicrystals, showing the effect of flux
flow in the increasingly resistive boundaries. Another feature
is that the intergrain voltage noise increases with increasing
misorientation angle. It appears likely that the noise is due to
fluxon motion in Josephson-coupled components of the grain
boundary.
In order to extract information about the strongly
coupled components of the GBs, the data in Fig. 1 were
analyzed by fitting the low voltage portion ~,1 mV! of the
logV/logI data to a quadratic equation. The sign of the quadratic term changes at the irreversibility field, H * . The
higher voltage portions in the intergrain links were not included in the fit, since they correspond to flux flow, consistent with the high electric field values in the vicinity of the
grain boundary. The intragrain H * ~77 K! ranged from 2.5 to
4 T, with an uncertainty of ;0.5 T. For the 3° and 5° bicrystals, H * ~77 K! was 3 T. For the 7°, H * was 3.5 T, and
for the 10°, H * was 5.5 T. This increase in H * with increasing u may be explained by stronger flux pinning by the increasingly closely spaced PGBDs. However, beyond 10°,

H * ~77 K! dropped to 0.75 T for the 15° GB, and by 20°, no
low voltage negative curvature was seen, indicating the
whole GB was weakly coupled. We take this large depression in H * ~77 K! beyond 10° to be a clear signature that the
strongly coupled channels are extinguished near 15°.
Figure 2 is a Fourier-filtered high resolution transmission electron microscopy image of one 10° bicrystal. It
shows the @001# projection of both crystals. The two c axes

FIG. 2. High resolution transmission electron image of a 10° thin-film
YBa2 Cu3 O72x grain boundary.
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FIG. 3. The ratio of the zero magnetic field intergrain and intragrain critical
current density, J b /J c vs @001# misorientation angle. The open circles are
from this work, taken at 77 K, and the closed triangles are from Ref. 1, taken
at 4.2 K.

lie within 1° of each other. PGBDs in the boundary appear as
terminating lattice planes in the image. Two kinds of PGBDs
are observed in this section of the boundary, those with Burgers vectors, b5@100# ~white arrows!, and those with
b5@010# ~dark arrows!. In the right half of Fig. 2, the boundary is a symmetric @001# tilt boundary with the ideal Frank
dislocation spacing19 of 2.2 nm. If one approximates the effective dislocation core diameter as 2 ubu, the width of the
channels between the dislocation cores is 1.4 nm. This value
is close to the coherence length, j, indicating that both the
electromagnetic and microstructural data support a filamentary channel model. Consistent with earlier studies of
‘‘wavy’’ boundaries in thin-film YBCO bicrystals,20–22 the
boundary deviates from this ideal inclination in the left part
of Fig. 2.
In earlier studies,1–5 the transition from strong to weak
coupling was evaluated by plotting zero field properties, J b
or J b /J c vs u. In Fig. 3, zero field J b /J c for our samples is
compared to earlier work1 on electron beam evaporated
samples. J b /J c for the laser ablated bicrystals is not very
dependent on u up to about 7°, and then shows the exponential decrease in J b with u seen by other groups.2 Film-to-film
variations in the intragrain J c contribute to scatter in the data,
and, taken together with the differences in J b /J c between the
evaporated films,1 and the laser ablated films, indicate that
the strong-to-weak coupling transition is sample, and perhaps processing, dependent. In any case, the smooth exponential decrease in J b /J c with misorientation angle makes
the closure of any strongly coupled channels less obvious in
the zero field data, than when it is observed by the high field
H * transitions of Fig. 1. Additional discussions of this way
of analyzing the channel properties of low angle bicrystals is

presented in a recent study of an 8° @001# tilt
Bi2 Sr2 CaCu2 Ox bulk bicrystal by Wang et al.23
In summary, a systematic study of the V – I curves of
@001# tilt YBa2 Cu3 Ox bicrystal films in large magnetic fields
shows a gradual evolution of their V – I curves in the misorientation angle range of 3°–20°. The observed changes support models that postulate that strongly coupled segments of
the GB lie between primary grain boundary dislocations. The
grain boundaries in these thin-film bicrystals appear to lose
their strongly coupled channels due to the overlap of dislocation cores or strain fields at a misorientation angle close to
15°.
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